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- Just Another Busy Year for PAMA
2015 has been another very busy year at PAMA with a full programme
of seminars and workshops. Buildex Vancouver in February and the
recent Buildex Express also saw our amazing presenters front and
centre providing exceptional education.
The major change of the year saw Lenka leave at the end of May to
take on the new challenge of motherhood. Both mother and son are
doing very well!
Taking Lenka’s place we were very fortunate to find Galina
Sanaeva (many thanks to the folks at Normac Appraisals for the
referral!). Galina has brought her previous experience with social
media to PAMA making us more visible and providing additional
opportunities to present timely information to our members and the
industry in general. If you have information to share please forward
to Galina.
This year has also had us busy upgrading the association software
system. Watch for a fresh look to our web page and especially to our
email broadcasting.
A big thank you goes to our dedicated volunteers who deliver first
class education, produce amazing social events and provide a great
support group to this association.
Lastly, at this year’s Christmas luncheon we will see the 1st Annual
PAMA Awards where we will recognize some individuals who
exemplify what is best in this industry of ours.
Thank you all for your continued support.
Roger Williams
PAMA Excecutive Director
- It’s All about Small Things
Welcome to the Fall issue of PAMA Newsletter.
As you already know, I am the new Association’s Administrator
continuing the hard work of my predecessor.
Beside regular administrative work I also enjoy creative side of
marketing, research, and social media. Working in several different
roles is a challenge I am looking forward to.
Social media, newsletter, photos of events are just small pieces of
the big picture, a sort of sneak peek of Association’s life. However,
little things make big things happen.
The incredible enthusiasm of the various PAMA Committees,
Members, and passionate facilitators of seminars make all big things
happen and flourish in high education standards and positive vibe.
Galina Sanaeva
PAMA Administrator
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Industry News
As of September 15, 2015 the minimum wage for
Resident Caretakers in BC has increased.

Strata termination legislation was introduced into
the house (provincial legislature) on October 8, 2015.

For a building with nine to 60 residential suites:

Proposed changes to the Residential Tenancy Act will
allow for the early termination of a fixed-term tenancy,
commonly known as a lease, by a tenant who is fleeing
family violence or who has been accepted into a
long-term care facility. This supports government’s
commitment to a Violence-Free BC and supports
vulnerable seniors.

• May 1, 2012 - $615.00/month, plus $24.65/suite
• Sept. 15, 2015 - $627.00/month, plus $25.13/suite
For a building with 61 or more residential suites:
• May 1, 2012 - $2,094.84/month
• Sept. 15, 2015 - $2,135.71/month.
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Where a resident caretaker works less than a full
month, wages are pro-rated based on number of
days worked.

A further change will allow landlords to repay security
deposits by electronic transfer of funds, supporting the
Province’s goal of reducing red tape and embracing
changing technology.

PAMA News
•

PAMA working on Part 3 of Rental Building Management Certificate Course. Certificate Course.
We have delivered the first two parts of this course numerous times in Kelowna, Nanaimo, Victoria
and Vancouver and are currently working on the content for part three. These courses are full day and
designed as refreshers for Property Managers and detailed, intensive workshops for resident managers/
caretakers. Watch for details in the New Year.

•

The Association is pleased to introduce 6 new videos from Buildex 2015. These are in addition to
previously available videos. Contact PAMA office to receive promotion code to access video

•

PAMA is developing it’s social media strategy. Do you want to see more photos from education and
social events and learn behind the scenes PAMA’s office life? Check out our Facebook pictures! Follow
PAMA on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and Google+. Property management industry updates and info
upcoming events is published daily

Upcoming PAMA Education and Social Events
25 November, 2015
AGM, 2015 Members Christmas Luncheon, and 1st Annual Industry Awards
Italian Cultural Centre
3075 Slocan Street
Vancouver
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PAMA RENTAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT COURSE Part 1 &Part 2
with Al Kemp
RENTAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT PART 1 - Surrey
December 7, 2015
Associa BC Inc.
13468 77th Avenue
Surrey, BC
RENTAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT PART 1 - Vancouver
December 8, 2015
Hart House Restaurant
6664 Deer Lake Avenue
Burnaby, BC
RENTAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT PART 2 - Surrey
December 9, 2015
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Associa BC Inc.
13468 77th Avenue
Surrey, BC
RENTAL BUILDING MANAGEMENT PART 2 - Vancouver
December 10, 2015
Hart House Restaurant
6664 Deer Lake Avenue
Burnaby, BC
Comments from recent course deliveries: “Eye opening!”, “Al is always informative and knowledgeable”,
“Very fast moving”,“Very well presented”.
Designed for both new and experienced property managers and on-site managers, this comprehensive,
interactive course is a practical exploration of the intent and important content of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Residential Tenancy Act
The Residential Tenancy Regulation
Residential Tenancy Branch Policy Guidelines
The Human Rights Code
The Personal Information Protection Act
The Guide Dog and Service Dog Act (2015)
The Strata Property Act

February 24 & 25, 2016
BUILDEX 2016
Advanced Strata Management Course at Langara College
After a full revision Langara College is offering the updated course effective January 2016 Advanced
Strata Management Course. Supported by PAMA and delivered by Langara College.
The course is presented in ten 3-hour day time sessions, including the final exam. Instruction is based
on short lectures, presentation and analysis of materials, student assignments, class discussion, guest
speakers, and Q&A. For details and course registration please contact Program Coordinator John
Neuls at jneuls@langara.bc.ca
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May - June 2015
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This year PAMA hosted Psychedelic ‘60s Casino
Night with over 200 PAMA Members and guests!

PAMA Softball vs. Clark Wilson
CW Slugs Best PAMA in Close Contest
By Mike Larseen (Clark Wilson LLP)

S

ome heroes are born, and some are made. Last night, participants in a nearby children’s soccer
game and several confused individuals walking their dogs through Jericho Beach Park bore
witness to a unparalleled sporting spectacle, as two age-old rivals met once more on the field of
battle. Under azure skies, and emboldened by several cans of domestic beer, The CW Slugs took
the field against the Professional Association of Managing Agents, and played a game of softball
that will almost certainly form the basis of several future civilizations’ guiding mythologies. <...>
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PAMA Education Seminars and Workshops in June
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Workshop Damage Below the Deductible
in Stratas. Part 1, 2 with Ten Facilitators.
June 10 and 17, Vancouver

Rental Building Management Certificate
Course Part 2 with Al Kemp. June 17, Victoria

Rental Building Management Certificate
Course Part 1 with Al Kemp. June 27,
Nanaimo
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PAMA Annual Golf Tournament 2015

23rd Annual PAMA Golf Tournament was held
at Westwood Plateau Golf & Country Club. This
year’s event was once again in support of the
CH.I.L.D Foundation.
$10 000 was raised by PAMA and our generous
sponsors and attendees. Check out over 130 photos
posted on PAMA’s Facebook page.
See you next year!

Photo courtesy of Jeff Cunningham
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REPAIRING DAMAGE IN A STRATA LOT
WHEN THE COST IS LESS THAN THE
DEDUCTIBLE
Adrienne M. Murray
Associate Counsel (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)

R
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ecently PAMA presented seminars on the
topic of who is responsible to repair damage
to a strata lot when the cost of the repair was
less than the amount of the strata corporation’s
insurance deductible. For those who attended
and would like a refresher or for those who were
unable to attend, following are the key points
that were discussed.
When a strata lot is damaged, if the cost of the
repair is less than the amount of the deductible
and, as a result, an insurance claim is not made
by the strata corporation, the responsibility for
repair is not related to the cause of the damage.
Rather, the party who is responsible for the
repair is the party who is identified as having
that responsibility in the strata corporation’s
bylaws. A strata corporation is responsible to
repair common property and, generally speaking,
owners are responsible to repair their strata lot.
The responsibility to repair is not affected by the
reason why the repair is necessary. In all cases
it is necessary to review the strata corporation’s
bylaws to determine who is responsible to carry
out the repair.
In understanding the responsibility for repair, it
is helpful to distinguish between responsibility
to insure and responsibility to repair.
The strata corporation is responsible to insure the
common property, and, other than in a bare land
strata development, the buildings and all fixtures
installed by the developer in a strata lot. The strata
corporation’s insurance would therefore cover, in
addition to common property, the repair of floors,
walls, ceilings, and original cupboards, counters,
sinks, toilets, etc. within a strata lot. If any of
these items are damaged by a peril for which the
strata corporation has insurance, such as water
escape or fire, and if a claim is made on the strata
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corporation’s insurance policy, the repairs are
carried out and paid for as a consequence of the
strata corporation’s insurance policy. A claim
will only be made on the strata corporation’s
insurance policy in situations where the cost to
repair the damage is greater than the amount of
the deductible.
In circumstances where the total cost of the repair
is below the strata corporation’s deductible,
the strata corporation’s insurance will not be
involved and it is then necessary to review the
strata corporation’s bylaws to identify what the
owners, and the strata corporation must repair.
Under the Standard Bylaws of the Strata Property
Act (the “SPA”), bylaw 2 requires an owner to
repair and maintain their strata lot other than
repair and maintenance taken on by the strata
corporation. With respect to the strata lot, the
strata corporation’s obligation is addressed in
bylaw 8 and is limited to portions of a strata
lot that comprise the structure or exterior of
the building, chimneys, stairs and balconies
and other things attached to the exterior, doors,
windows and skylights on the exterior, and
fences, railings and similar structures that
enclose patios and balconies. The obligation of
the strata corporation to repair a strata lot as set
out in bylaw 8 does not include responsibility
to repair items such as floors, walls, ceilings,
cupboards, counters and other such fixtures
contained within a strata lot. As a result an
owner must repair these items. Even though
items such as floors, walls, ceilings, and original
fixtures are insured by the strata corporation’s
insurance and would be repaired as a result of
the insurance if an insurance claim was made, if
there is no insurance claim the responsibility to
repair does not fall to the strata corporation but
rather, is an owner’s responsibility assuming the
strata corporation is governed by bylaw 2 in the
Standard Bylaws, or a similar bylaw.
To illustrate, if a wall within a strata lot is damaged,
an original cupboard door falls off, or the original
kitchen tap begins to drip, an owner knows that
the owner is responsible for the repair. An owner
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would not expect that the strata corporation would
carry out the repair, even though these items are
covered by the strata corporation’s insurance
policy. The responsibility for repair arises as a
result of the bylaws. If a repair to these items is
required as a consequence of a broken common
property pipe, an overflowing washing machine
in the owner’s strata lot, or an overflowing bath
tub from the strata lot above, if no claim is
made on the strata corporation’s insurance, the
owner remains responsible to repair these items
for the same reason - because the responsibility
is determined by the bylaws. The fact that the
cause of the damage originated in another strata
lot or common property does not change the fact
that the owner is responsible to repair their strata
lot and the items within it. Thus, in all cases
where a strata lot suffers damage and there is no
involvement by the strata corporation’s insurer,
the responsibility for repair is determined by
the bylaws of the strata corporation which in
most cases will require the owner to repair and
maintain the interior of their strata lot.
The Standard Bylaws of the SPA, as do most
strata corporation’s bylaws, require the strata
corporation to repair and maintain the structure
of the building. Thus the strata corporation is
obligated to ensure that the structure is sound
and, in the case of water damage, dry.
Where there has been water escape, strata
managers often get the initial call since, in many
cases, the source of the water is unknown. It
is therefore necessary for the strata manager to
identify the source of the water escape even if
the amount of the damage appears small and the
only property that is damaged is portions of the
strata lot. If the water escape is determined to be
coming from a common property pipe, the strata
corporation must repair the common property.
It is also necessary for the strata corporation to
ensure that the structure is dry. For this reason,
when there has been water escape, it is usually
the strata corporation that carries out the initial
remediation. Once that work is completed, the
strata corporation’s only responsibility is to
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repair and maintain common property and any
damage caused by the strata corporation to the
strata lot in order to repair common property.
Unless the bylaws specifically require a strata
corporation to repair and maintain a strata lot,
the strata corporation has no obligation and in
fact no right to enter into the repairs within a
strata lot.
Many owners and some insurance companies
and adjusters have disagreed with this conclusion
particularly if the owner has not caused the
damage. In such cases, because the owner is
an “innocent victim”, there is often a view that
someone else, such as the strata corporation,
should carry out the repair. Additionally,
insurance companies and adjusters often get
confused by the fact that “original fixtures”
may be damaged which, in their view, means
the strata corporation must carry out the repair.
However, the fact that the owner may be an
innocent victim or the fact that the items needing
repair are original fixtures does not change
the responsibility for repair as determined by
the bylaws. It may be challenging to explain
to owners, and their insurance companies and
adjusters that the strata corporation will not repair
damage occurring with the strata lot, however,
once all parties understand that the responsibility
to carry out repair is determined by the strata
corporation’s bylaws, and the bylaws are closely
examined, the explanation should become easier.
An owner who is an innocent victim should
be advised to seek legal advice if they wish to
recover the repair costs from the owner who
caused the damage. Additionally owners should
be encouraged to speak with their insurer about
obtaining insurance that will protect them in the
event of damage to their strata lot that will not
be covered by the strata corporation’s insurance
policy.

September 2015 Events

S
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eptember, as a typical back-to-school time, is
always busy. We organized a luncheon education
seminar in Vancouver and workshop in Victoria.
Special thank you to all our facilitators!
01. Continuing Studies Open House at Langara
College September 9
From right: Berit Hansen (Quay Pacific Property
Management), Roger Williams (PAMA) Galina
Sanaeva (PAMA), Constantin Negrut (Quay Pacific
Property Management)
02. Boating Day on September 11
03. Strata Record Keeping and Disclosing
Luncheon with Bill Weissig. September 16,
Vancouver
04. Damages under the Deductible. September 17,
Victoria. Our great facilitators are on their way.
From left: Veronica Franco (Clark Wilson LLP),
Adrienne Murray (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP),
Jamie Bleay (Access Law Group), Sandra Krenz
(BFL), Berit Hansen (Quay Pacific Property
Management)

01

02

03

04
05. Paul Maryschak’s exclusive presentation
on BUILDEX Vancouver 2016 for PAMA
Members at Annual PAMA Associates Meeting
on September 22, 2015
05
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October 2015

01
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02

04

03
01 Damages under Deductible. October 8, Kelowna.
Thank you facilitators for your amazing contribution
and commitment!

05
05 Rental Building Management Certificate
Course Part 1 with Al Kemp. October 28,
Nanaimo. This course is designed for both new
and experienced property managers and on-site
managers.
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Adrienne Murray (Hammerberg Lawyers LLP)
Veronica Franco (Clark Wilson LLP)
Matthew D Fischer (Fischer & Company)
Russell John (HUB International)
Paul Duchaine (BFL Canada)
Bettina Rodenkirchen (The Wynford Group)
02 PAMA Goes Bowling in Support of CH.I.L.D.
Foundation, October 16
Thank you Sandra Krenz and Sam Chan for taking
the pictures. More photos of event are posted on
PAMA Facebook page!
03. With Matt Hunt (CH.I.L.D. Foundation)
06 Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal Update for
Strata Property Managers with Elaine McCormack.
October 27, Vancouver

Buildex Express 2015
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01

03
02
Presentations by PAMA at Buildex Express 2015 (October 21):
01. Vexatious Complaints by Phil Dougan (Access Law Group)
and
02. Once Upon a Tenancy… by Al Kemp (A.G Kemp & Associates) and Lisa Mackie 			
(Alexander Holburn Beaudin + Lang LLP)
03. PAMA Executive Director Roger A. Williams and PAMA Administrator Galina Sanaeva
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Mens sana in corpore sano - A Healthy Mind,
Healthy Body, or PAMA North Shore Hike on
November 6, 2015
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Real Estate E&O Insurance Legal Update
for Rental Property Managers with Lisa
Mackie. November 18, Vancouver
Photo courtesy of Kelsey Myers

2015 PAMA New Members
Active Corporate
ECM Strata Management and Accounting
Citybase Management Ltd.
Coast Realty Group Ltd.
Icon Property Management
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Active Individual
Cheri Dudley – Top Production Realty
Ltd.
Debora Hunt – TPM Management Ltd.
Andrea Kerr – RE/MAX Top Performance
Associate Corporate
Allstar Holding Incorporated
Apex Building Sciences Inc.
Aqua City Restorations
Atlas Parking Lot Services
BC Building Science Ltd.
Beanworks Solutions Inc.
Black & McDonald Limited
Canada Furnace
Circle Property Services

Powder Highway Management Group
Urban Properties
Winson Estates Ltd.

Andrew H. McLaren – Mandate Group
Jason Ruck – RE/Max Top Realty

Coit Services
Eco Paving
Executive Building Maintenance Inc.
Legacy Windows, Doors, Exteriors
Power Strata Systems
Rent Check Credit Bureau Ltd.
RockPort Property Services
Servpro of Langley
Strata Pro Solutions
Tech Pro Roofing Ltd.

Reinstated Memberships
Atira Property Management
New City Contracting
Libra Envelope
First PAMA Awards
As part of this year’s Christmas Luncheon we are presenting our 1st Annual PAMA Awards recognizing individuals who have been nominated as being exceptional in one of three categories.
We will name the Property Manager of The Year, The Rookie of the Year and the Industry
Contributor of the Year.
2015 Members Christmas Luncheon and 1st Annual
Industry Awards will take place at the Italian Cultural
Centre on Wednesday 25th November 2015 immediately
following the AGM.
For your enjoyment we are pleased to announce the return
of the Notre Dame Regional Seсondary School children’s
choir, led by Simon Isherwood.
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PAMA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

01

03

02

07
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04
06

05

09

10

08
01. Penny Hall - Treasurer. Regional Property Manager, Residential (Bentall Kennedy (Canada) LP)
02. Michael Hoppenbrouwer - President. Managing Broker (Vancouver Management Ltd)
03. Susan MacGregor - Vice President. Strata Manager (Quay Pacific Property Management Ltd)
04. Maxi Castillo - Associate Member Director. Regional Sales Manager (Coinamatic Canada Inc)
05. Sam Chan - Associate Member Director (Alternate). Channel Manager (Telus)
06. Bettina Rodenkirchen - Director. General Manager (The Wynford Group)
07. Ann Benoit - Director. Property Manager (RE/MAX Commercial Realty)
08. Douglas McGowan - Director. Director, Rental Management (First Service Residential)
09. Leslie Haycock - Director. Vice President/Sr. Strata Agent (Premier Strata Services Inc)
10. Jason Kurtz - Director. Vice-President (Stratawest Management Ltd)
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Food for Thought 2015

PAMA back to ‘70 Style
Apartments - Homes of Future.
PAMA’s Newletter. Vol. 1, No 1. March 1971

W

hat makes you happy? Apparently, housing
price and size don’t influence the level of
our happiness, by UBC professor Elizabeth W.
Dunn, (Director the Happy Lab). In her research
E. Dunn’s states that positive social experience
make people happy when they help foster positive
social connections.
(UBC Social Cognition & Emotion Lab, TEDx)
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What Makes YOU Happy? S. Sagmeister. in Vancouver

hrough summer Museum of Vancouver
displayed an interactive Happy Show
installation by renowned graphic designer and
typographer Stefan Sagmeister. This interactive
and highly thought-provoking exhibition is a result
of about decade lasting research on both - artist’s
definition of happiness and human experience based
on statistics and facts. It’s Sagmeister’s monologue
on relationships between social status income,
and happiness which doesn’t leave you neither
indifferent not pessimistic, because:“It is pretty
much impossible to please everybody unless you are
Maira Kalman. Her blog for the New York Times is
the only published venture I know that seems to elicit
only positive comments.”
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A Peek behind the Scenes at PAMA’ Headquarters

#PAMA
Curious about PAMA’s office life and what’s up? Learn more about the services we provide.
Follow PAMA on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Google + for everyday updates. Stay tuned!

Don’t receive PAMA’s broadcast? Employees changed? E-mail address changes? Contact our
office at admin@pama.ca, so you and your company stay updated to all industry news, legislation
changes and education opportunities.
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